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Our distortion is of 12 bit resolution and has a sample rate of 44.1kHz. Limitations: We are not in any way qualified to speak on
inaudible distortion, so it is not advisable to apply any levels above the recommended ones if the device in question is either
using the whole 12bit or a lower than 12bit resolution. The distortion you are adding has the potential to completely saturate
your playback device and may destroy it. Our recommended levels are 20–30dB below maximum output, or about 50–60% of
output level. Use your own ears, not the monitor levels. It is your ears and brain that you want to damage, not your ears and
brain that are in any way damaged. Any high gain distortion that you apply at a level much higher than the recommended level
will render your gear inoperable. Converting Gain: Our distortion cannot be converted, but if you were to get a low pass filter of
say 3db drop (corresponding to 45dB) at a frequency of 800hz, that would cause a problem. Other ways of adding distortion:
Even though our EC Distortion only adds EC Distortion directly to a channel, you can add more distortion effects before your
audio passes through the EC Distortion in any other way. If your audio input was a PCM audio signal with an average sample
rate of 44.1kHz, you could apply the EC Distortion to that audio then apply other effects such as the Vocal Mic to increase the
amount of distortion you applied. What are these effects? We cannot exactly tell you what these filters do but it's assumed that
they are each doing something else to the audio. Some were also added before the input to increase the amount of
noise/distortion. If the noise/distortion was low when the audio entered the EC Distortion it will show that there was no
noise/distortion added. Noise: Noise is simply an effect which adds random noise. It's recommended that you use the noise at
about 15dB lower than the normal gain when adding noise. This ensures that the noise is quieter than the input signal. If you use
noise at the normal gain setting you are effectively adding random noise to the input signal. Noise is usually not a problem when
adding distorsion, except for the high gain settings. Vocal Mic: The Vocal Mic is mainly used as a way of increasing the amount
of distortion. The vocal mic is often used in
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Gen-decay gives it a more typical attack and release behaviour. You can choose between one channel and multichannel mode.
Buttons +,-, Up Down, select a buss setting for channel 1, channel 2 or all channels. Clip, main distortion-clip, let the signal
overshoot a little bit Basic Advanced 77a5ca646e
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Created by Akai Professional The Bending Points: This graph shows the peaks in the frequency spectrum corresponding to the
frequencies at which audio is distorted. The roll-off in the attenuation of the frequency response is continuous with the low
frequencies being less attenuated than the high frequencies which is equivalent to increasing the lower frequency. The effect
being an increase in the overall gain of the frequency spectrum in the 2 kHz to 6 kHz range. The higher the distortion is set the
higher the attenuation of the frequencies lower than 2 kHz. The higher frequencies are unaffected by the distortion At the peaks
of distortion there is an increased attenuation. The attenuation varies from 20 dB to 45 dB depending on the distortion amount.
The more distortion used the wider the attenuation. The total amount of attenuation results in the overall gain of the frequency
spectrum to increase. The higher the attenuation the higher the peak in the frequency spectrum is. The increase in peak means
the lower frequencies are being attenuated more than the higher frequencies. This is the over-all result of the distortion. The
Distortion settings: "High Power": This setting is the general level of distortion. Distortion frequencies peak at 8 kHz. As the
setting increases distortion amplitude is reduced from 20 dB to 50 dB. This is the general distortion setting and is equivalent to
having only 4 distortion circuits. "Wide Power": This setting is more distortion than the previous setting. This setting peak at
6 kHz and the distortion amplitude is set from 20 dB to 80 dB. This is a power setting and is more of a wide distortion setting
than a high distortion setting. The effects of Distortion: It is a common misconception that distortion is a "bad" effect. In fact,
the high-frequency harmonics that distort sound are actually part of what makes a sound so desirable. "Over-distorted" guitar
sounds, for example, are often characterized as the "true" sound of the instrument, because the high harmonics that distort the
string's natural sounds are the part of the sound that people like most. Distortion is a good effect for amplifying guitar and bass.
It can be used to add treble

What's New in the?

This is a digital effect designed to enable simple distortion testing. The distortion is added in simple ways such as clipping or a
single bit ripple. The other operations, like saturation, are disabled. This effect can be used to test other effects as well and it
may be possible to create other similar effects. It may also be possible to use the bits of information to do different things like
control panning, compression. Credits: This effect was designed and coded by Olav Norheim. Concepts: Olav Norheim Source
code: "The code has been written for testing purposes and is not guaranteed to work" Properties: » Bitrate: - depends on the
sampling frequency - default: - Audio - Bit depth: - 8, 16, 24 - Sample bit depth: - 16, 24 - Default: - 24 - Channels: - 1 - Speed:
- -1 - Wav samples: - -1 Usage: Uncompress the wav file in the same directory. Add -distortion= where is the bitrate for the
uncompressed file. It has to be set before the effect. - bitrate : - 0=smallest amount of distortion(default) - 65535=max amount
of distortion - oversample: - 1=default - 2=16-bit oversample - 3=24-bit oversample - 4=32-bit oversample - 5=64-bit
oversample - 6=128-bit oversample - 7=256-bit oversample - 8=512-bit oversample - number of oversampled outputs : -
0=default - 64=64-bit oversampled - 128=128-bit oversampled - 256=256-bit oversampled - 512=512-bit oversampled - number
of output channels : - 0=default - 64=64-bit oversampled - 128=128-bit oversampled - 256=256-bit oversampled - 512=512-bit
oversampled - 1024=1024-bit oversampled - number of output channels : - 0=default - 64=64-bit oversampled - 128=128-bit
oversampled - 256=256-bit oversampled - 512=512-bit oversampled - 1024=1024-bit oversampled - speed : - 0=no speed -
10=max speed - -1=no speed limit -
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System Requirements:

Supported OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8, 8.1 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent Memory: 1 GB Graphics: Radeon HD 4800
or equivalent Hard Drive: 16 GB available space Additional Notes: To access the Online Test Centre, you need to have Adobe
Flash Player 10.1 or later installed. Adobe Flash Player can be downloaded free from www.adobe.com. To access the Online
Test Centre, you need to have Adobe Flash Player 10.1 or later installed. Adobe Flash Player can be
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